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Abstract
Proverbs are a set of long-lasting, tried, and tested pieces of wisdom that gained popular
appeal and passed on through generations. This collection contains more than 1,300 proverbs.
Our approach in the selection of the proverbs is based on frequency counts, allowing us to
discard a large number of obsolete and outdated proverbs that are abundant in other
collections, even recently published ones. The explanations of proverbs follow a consistent
structure. Each proverb is explained with a general opening statement, followed by an example
situation or more illustrative details. We also provide an explanation of difficult words or the
literal meaning when there is a hidden allegory.

Introduction
A proverb is not a proverb unless it’s used and recognized by a large population of native
speakers of a particular language over a considerable period of time. Unfortunately, many of
the so-called proverbs in present-day collections are simply copied over the ages from one
book to the next, without validating its usage or popularity. Interestingly, you can find proverbs
with a very low number of hits on the web in the 2015 edition of the Oxford Dictionary of
Proverbs. For example, "He that follows freits, freits will follow him" has only 26 hits on the
web, "The fat man knoweth not what the lean thinketh" has 22, "Better a century of tyranny
than one day of chaos" has 16, "Dogs look up to you, cats look down on you, pigs is equal"
has 17, and "The more laws, the more thieves and bandits" has 16 hits. In this collection, we
only list proverbs that pass our popularity test. They must have a usage frequency above a
certain threshold (around 1,000 hits) to be included in our book. This introduction includes an
overview of the organization of our book, types of proverbs, truth-value of proverbs, proverb
popularity, frequency caveats, and why proverbs die out. Let’s start by exploring the definitions
of proverbs and how they present themselves in our everyday life.

Organization of This Collection
Over the centuries, compilers of proverb collections devised different approaches for the
arrangement of their books, influenced in most cases by lexicographic practices with
dictionaries. Many even call their collections “proverb dictionaries,” although the word

“dictionary” is a misnomer in this instance, as it means a list of words, not sentences. Although
most proverb compilers use alphabetical order, many differ in whether this order should be
based on the very first word (even if it is a determiner or preposition), first noun, or first
significant (or key substantive) word. A few compilers, however, listed their collections by topic.
The purpose in either case is mainly to facilitate the discoverability and usability of the content
of their books by allowing users to locate words easily. However, with the advent of electronic
publishing, the need for indexing is eliminated. It is to be noted that paremiology is the
technical term for the study of proverbs and a paremiologist is a person specialized in the field
of proverbs.
This collection contains more than 1,300 proverbs. Our approach in the selection of the
proverbs is based on frequency counts, allowing us to discard a large number of obsolete and
outdated proverbs that are abundant in other collections, even recently published ones. The
list is also arranged by frequency order, not by alphabetical order, as is the practice with the
other books. Thus, the most frequent proverbs come first. The frequency counts inform us
about the prominence and importance of a certain proverb in the culture and language. We
use this as the basis for ordering, so a learner or an interested reader can learn and become
familiar with high priority proverbs and sayings before moving on to the less salient ones.
The explanations of proverbs follow a consistent structure. Each proverb is explained with a
general opening statement, followed by an example situation or more illustrative details. We
also provide an explanation of difficult words or the literal meaning when there is a hidden
allegory. In some instances, we also provide a brief overview of the history or etymology when
needed. Notably, many of the proverbs express an opinion or a perspective that can be
contradicted. When explaining the proverb, we intend to adopt the viewpoint expressed unless
it is stereotypical, discriminatory, or derogatory. In such cases, we point out the specific
attitude of the proverb.
Researcher usually make distinction between proverbs and catchy phrases, quotations, and
sayings. The author of a quotation is always known, while the creator of a proverb is typically
anonymous. However, a proverb does not differ very much from a quotation, as they both
begin with one saying an eloquent sentence that later gains a considerable currency. Lord
John Russell defined proverbs as, "the wit of one, and the wisdom of many." Therefore, we
take a broader approach to cover memorable statements that include proverbs, sayings, along
with some famous quotes, adages, slogan, and catchphrases.

What are Proverbs, and Why?
Proverbs are generally considered as a set of long-lasting, tried, and tested pieces of wisdom
that gained popular appeal and passed on through generations. Speakers and writers are
tempted to allude to proverbs as eloquent, succinct, and witty pieces of knowledge, and
sometimes use them as an indirect way to encapsulate a certain standpoint. Some proverbs
are dressed in attractive linguistic and figurative attire that lends them more plausibility. From
the linguistic perspective, a large number of proverbs employ clever, rhetorical devices such as
rhyming, alliteration and parallelism. They express a complex meaning and express commonsense truths in an eloquent, pithy phrase. From the figurative perspective, they typically
contain simile with strong imagery that conveys a certain meaning in a very subtle way. The

proverbs with metaphorical or allegorical meaning have the ability to trigger the curiosity of
listeners and challenge their intellect to make the connection between the literal and intended
meaning.
We learn a lot about the culture and the value system of a certain society by looking at the top
most frequent number of proverbs. It informs us about their most encouraged behaviors and
highly-valued morals, be they learning, perseverance, generosity, hospitality, reciprocation,
discretion, tolerance, diligence, patriotism, obedience, patience, cooperation, friendship,
bravery, respect, or something else. Anthropologists find it very valuable to study a society’s
proverbs, as they provide an accurate picture of the set of dynamics governing the group,
including their implied beliefs and habits.
Proverbs provide speakers with concise anecdotal expressions with aesthetic flavor that
mitigates the force of an attitude, argument, or advice. In some societies, proverbs are used to
serve certain societal needs, such as establishing authority, influencing others, winning an
argument, or settling disputes. In such societies, proverbs are the didactic means older
generation use to encourage younger generations to conform to desired rules and inherited
norms and traditions. Nonetheless, many proverbs insightfully speak to the realities of life,
provide rhetorical adages that instill motivation and inspiration in others or warn them against
the negative potential of uncalculated risks or neglected problems. This is why the same kernel
of wisdom gleaned from many proverbs is found to have counterparts across different cultures
and different languages, and some of them were able to endure the test of time and remain
current for ages.
It would be erroneous to think that proverbs have no place in modern-day science-oriented
society, and regard them as old-fashioned, obsolete, deprecated or cliched. This viewpoint
may inhibit us from seeing the true value of proverbs. Surprisingly for some, proverbs are still
popular and influential today as they were centuries ago. They are included in many
contemporary titles of songs, books, movies, and drama scenes, such as, “Life is sweet,”
“Enough is enough,” “Diamonds are a girl's best friend,” “Fight fire with fire,” “Better late than
never,” “Never too late to learn,” “There’s no place like home,” “Love is blind,” “Forgive and
forget,” “Much ado about nothing,” “Finders keepers,” “Mind your own business,” “Like father,
like son,” “Seeing is believing,” “Dead men tell no tales,” and “Easy does it”.
Proverbs are usually called upon to serve in many domains, such as health and fitness,
motivation and inspiration, as well as advertising. Advice on health includes: “An apple a day
keeps the doctor away,” “You are what you eat,” and “Prevention is better than cure.”
Inspirational and motivational proverbs include: “If at first you don’t succeed, try, try and try
again,” “No gain without pain,” and “Never too old to learn.” In advertising, proverbs can be
used as companies’ slogans, such as Tesco’s “Every little helps,” Morton Salt’s, “When it rains,
it pours!” Nike’s catchy phrase, “Just do it,” and the Army’s, “Be all that you can be.” Even De
Beers created an apparent a proverb, “A Diamond is forever.” In fact, most of the top
frequency proverbs are included in our collection because they became titles of
literary/entertainment work.
Proverbs also serve as a good title for a blog post, newspaper article, or YouTube video,
whether explicitly or by allusion. Here is a short list of such titles:
• “England’s Difficulty, Ireland’s Opportunity”
• “Success has many fathers”
• “Beauty is only skin deep”
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“Forest Degradation: Canada's Skeleton in the Closet”
“The Blind Leading the Blind”
“Practice makes perfect: Carve this virtual turkey”
“Time is money: ‘Asprey’ may bring up to $4 million at auction”
“College Football Power Rankings: Better late than never for Ohio State to step up”
“Love is blind! Wife reverses straight into her husband's stationary car”
“Finders keepers? Buyer finds $7.5 million in cash inside Southern California” storage
unit”
“More working hours for women? Easier said than done”
“It's time to forgive and forget with James Harrison”
“Seeing is believing: How redesigning trucks can eliminate blindspots”
“Leaving new staff to sink or swim could leave firms high and dry”
“Waste not, suffer not”
“On the deportment of the press, Trump should practice what he preaches”
“For the Euro, All Roads Lead to Rome”
“Call a Spade a Spade and not a big spoon. You are either fat, petite or skinny”
“UK credit impulse: There is nothing new under the sun”
“Haste makes waste: Why the European directive proposal for a digital sales” tax
should be thrown out”
“On television, the clothes make the man…or woman”
“Charity begins at home for Dogs for the Disabled”
“The silver lining in Trump's and the GOP's clouds”
“Bill Gates on How Blood Will Soon Tell Us Everything”
“Taking the Bull called 'Big Data' by the Horn”

Types of Proverbs
From a linguistic perspective, we can say that there are three types of proverbs, depending on
the opaqueness of the meaning. Sometimes the meaning is straightforward and direct, while in
other cases, the meaning can be either partially or fully concealed.
1. Direct: in this case, the literal meaning is equivalent to the intended meaning. For
example, “honesty is the best policy," “Never too old to learn,” “Wonders will never
cease,” “Nothing is lost for asking,” and “There’s no place like home.” One can fully
understand what these proverbs are saying without trying to read behind the lines.
2. Rhetorical: In this type, some elements of figures of speech are employed, yet, the
meaning can still be gathered directly from the expression. For example, “Speech is
silver, silence is golden,” “Hunger is the best sauce,” “Fame is a magnifying glass,” “A
lie has no legs,” and “The eye is the mirror of the soul.” Here are a few more examples
of rhetorical devices:
a. Simile: “Speech is silver, silence is golden;”
b. Imagery: “A lie has no legs;”
c. Parallelism: “Nothing ventured, nothing gained;”
d. Hyperbole: “Money is the root of all evil;”
e. Alliteration “Live and learn;”
f. Rhyming: “A friend in need is a friend indeed;”
g. Personification: “Necessity is the mother of invention;”
h. Metaphor: “The pen is mightier than the sword.”
3. Allegorical: In this type the literal meaning is different from, yet analogical to, the
intended meaning. Therefore, the message is suggested rather than explicit. Here the

proverb identifies a general observation about the world or how things work, and then
alludes to the current situation. Understanding such proverbs require the listener to
reflect upon the literal meaning of the proverb, gain a good grasp of it first, and then
compare it to the current situation. The figurative meaning of the proverb cannot be
established without understanding the literal meaning upfront. This is the most difficult
type of proverb to comprehend, as it requires a good skill in analogical reasoning, due
to the meaning being carefully concealed. Furthermore, the meaning of these proverbs
can be open to different (and sometimes contradictory) interpretations. The reason for
this ambiguity is that the meaning depends on a double-sided analogy. For example, “A
rolling stone gathers no moss,” can either mean: you cannot gain wealth if you don’t
live a stable life, or: if you keep moving you’ll not be tied by liabilities. A few examples
of allegorical proverbs include:, “Fight fire with fire,” “The rotten apple injures its
neighbours,” “Let sleeping dogs lie,” “Every cloud has a silver lining,” “After a storm
comes a calm,” “A cat has nine lives,” “Hitch your wagon to a star.” and “The squeaky
wheel gets the grease.”

Truth Value of Proverbs
Proverbs represent cultural and perceived common-sense values of a society at a particular
time, but they are not necessarily logical, moral, intuitive, or scientifically correct. They are
derived from the groups collective experience of and attitude towards life, environment, and
personal interactions and relationships. Proverbs are usually touted as “gems of wisdom.” In
reality, proverbs, like other language expressions, individual behaviors, and life experiences,
contain the good, the bad, and the ugly. Proverbs are not required to be factual, wise, moral,
politically-correct, or contain universally-agreed common-sense knowledge to be identified as
proverbs. On the contrary, some proverbs are counterfactual, fatuous, unethical, superstitious,
self-serving, counter-intuitive, or even contradictory. In essence, proverbs serve as a way to
subtly express opinions and attitudes that can be questioned or disputed based on changes in
personal or circumstantial factors.
Proverbs are not equally universally acceptable, and some of them may express a transient
social attitude that loses its credibility, plausibility, and acceptability over time. Proverbs are
pieces of folklore that may not necessarily have any scientific validity. This is evident in the
following proverbs: “Dreams go by contraries” (16,600 hits), “Whom the gods love die young”
(35,500), “Lightning doesn't strike the same place twice” (24,500), and “Cold hands, warm
hearts” (63,800).
The thrust and strength of a proverb in argument is accounted for in three ways. First, when
one cites a proverb, they are playing to the band-wagon effect. By saying that so many people
have attested to the truth value of this proverb, they are claiming that there must be a ring of
truth to it. Second, by saying it is a proverb, your audience is informed that they do not have to
argue with it because it is a popular opinion of ancient people. And third, some proverbs are
worded in such a nice, eloquent way, that they may pass as a constitutional rule, or even a
divine instruction. Therefore, listeners might be diverted by the rhetoric, suspend disbelief and
avoid questioning its validity. Although there are apparent truths to proverbs, there are also
contradictions worth noting.

Contradictions

We generally don’t consider contradictions in proverbs as a bad thing or that one invalidates
the other, but we see it as a way to provide the listener/reader with two sides of a story, which
can be opposing or conflicting in nature, but at the same time can be equally true.
For example, you can cite several proverbs that encourage taking risks, and find as many that
encourage prudence. Eventually, personal judgement is required to assess the situation and
decide on the right course of action, whether to take calculated or uncalculated risk, or not to
take a risk at all. Let’s examine the different types of contradictions among proverbs, which
include literal, semantic, and non-scientific contradictions.
These contradictions can be literal: “Clothes make the man,” (719,000 hits) and “Clothes don’t
make the man,” (96,300); or semantic: “Life is sweet,” (11,100,000) and “Life is a battle,”
(9,280,000). There could be different opposing aspects of a topic: “Experience is the teacher of
fools” (20,600), “Experience is the best teacher” (1,370,000), “Experience is the mother of
wisdom” (146,000). To reconcile these points, maybe the answer is in the unpopular proverb:
“Experience is good, if not bought too dear” (57). And, although we know that “A cat has nine
lives” (62,700), we do not know exactly what killed it: “Curiosity killed the cat” (1,540,000) and
“Care killed the cat” (1,790,000). So, by looking at frequency counts, we may conclude that the
cat was more likely killed by care than curiosity.

Proverb Popularity
It can be assumed that a proverb is deemed popular if it has a reasonable amount of
frequency, familiarity, and acceptance. To some extent, it appears to be relatively simple to
estimate the frequency of proverbs objectively in electronic texts. However, it can be
challenging to pass a large list of proverbs through non-biased testing measures for familiarity
and acceptance by a representative number of speakers, as this significantly varies by age,
gender, interests, and level of education. It can also be assumed, with a grain of salt, that
frequency is the reflection of both familiarity an acceptance. For example, if a proverb is both
familiar and acceptable it will be used more often and it will be discovered in more diverse
contexts. However, oral communication is significantly underrepresented in transcribed texts,
and proverbs, as a type of folk tradition, are typically transmitted by word of mouth.
Nonetheless, in this book, we decided to adhere to frequency as the sole criterion for judging
proverb popularity for practicality reasons.
The main problem with other proverb collections is that they attempt to be as comprehensive
as possible. They typically hunt for gems of wisdom, which results in listing as many sayings
as possible. Most include bulk copies from older collections and even translated proverbs from
other languages and remote regions. Little was done to ensure that these proverbs are used
by the actual speakers and writers of the language.
In the current book, we use a data-driven approach in our selection of proverbs. Using the web
as a corpus, we verify the frequency of over 4,000 proverbs proclaimed in older books and
dictionaries. We use the Google search engine with exact (quoted) match of the strings of
each proverb and set a threshold of 1,000 occurrences as the criterion for inclusion or
exclusion from this book. Google indexes 30 trillion web pages, in addition to Google books,
which contains 130 million titles. This method allows us to bring the list down to about 1,300
proverbs in current use, while also listing new and emerging proverbs.

The high frequency of a proverb indicates that either that the saying still exists in modern-day
usage and conscience or it is comprehensible to modern speakers. However, the frequency of
certain proverbs is sometimes inflated due to the fact that they became titles of books, movies,
or were included as lyrics in songs. In other instances, the frequency is highly exaggerated
because the wording of the proverb can be part of commonly used sentences, such as, “wait
and see.” Unfortunately, Google does not allow sensitive case matching, posing difficulty in
determining if the string of words is a stand-alone saying or part of a larger sentence, such as
“he wanted to wait and see how things progressed.”
Despite the limitations of the methodology used, we believe it gives a fair and somewhat
credible indication of which sayings are still readily used and which have somehow deceased.
This will also provide the learners a priority list to quickly become acquainted with important
aspects of the English culture and its value system. For the critical reader, we give below more
details of the caveats of the methodology used in selecting and sorting proverbs.

Frequency Caveats
When you search for words or phrases on a search engine, such as Google, it gives you a
number for the count of results, also known as hits. Although we accept this number for face
value and rely on it in selecting and sorting proverbs, we want to point out the caveats and
shortcomings of this approach:
• Frequency does not tell us anything about geographical of temporal distribution or
diversity in different genres and topics;
• Slightly different wording of a proverb can yield an entirely different frequency count.
When we encountered such cases, we did not aggregate the counts, but took the
wording with the highest frequency. Here are some examples:
o “A creaking door hangs longest”( 91 hits) and “A creaking gate hangs long”
(45,700).
o “Fling dirt enough and some will stick” (2,660) and “Throw dirt enough and
some will stick” (75)
o “The eye is the mirror of the soul” (75,600) and “The eye is the mirror of the
heart” (15)
• No only different wording, but as search engines rely on string matching, even different
inflections, contractions, particles can lead to significantly different counts.
o “Don't meet troubles halfway” (21) and “Don’t meet trouble halfway” (4,060).
o “Curiosity killed the cat” (1,790,000) and “Curiosity killed a cat” (11,600).
o “If you are not paying, you are the product” (70) and “If you're not paying,
you're the product” (13,400).
o “Beauty is only skin deep” (1,640,000) and “Beauty is but skin deep” (33,300)
o “Whatever man has done, man may do” (94) and “What man has done, man
can do” (9,380)..
o “Dogs bark, but the caravan moves on” (72,200) and “The dogs bark, the
caravan goes on” (36).
• Sometimes the frequency does not originate from accurate usage in language
representation, but is derived from other collections of proverbs or translations from
different languages;
• Occasionally, the frequency number provided by Google considers repeated frequency
of documents. However, only a few hit pages appear in search results;
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•

As Google search is not case sensitive, it’s not possible to know whether a proverb is
mistakenly a component of a larger sentence or is used simply as a proverb. This can
also be unreliable, as case ending sometimes tends to yield different results. For
example, "Ask no questions and hear no lies" has 7,030 hits, while “ask no questions
and hear no lies” has 64,100;
Google autofill can assist in finding the correct wording. For example, “There is no such
thing as bad weather only” it completes as “inappropriate clothing” and gets 16,900
hits, while the wording on ODP (Oxford Dictionary of Proverbs) is “the wrong clothes”
has 419 hits;
Some proverbs acquire modern spelling:
o “Know yourself” (5,170,000) and “Know thyself” (1,900,000).
o “Cheats never prosper” has 23,700 hits, while “Cheaters never prosper” has
132,000
o Another example includes, “children and fools cannot lie” with 4,390, and
“children and fools tell the truth” with 11,400 hits;
Unfortunately, there are some nice proverbs that never gained currency, although the
sense could be found in many other popular proverbs;
o “The city for wealth, the country for health” (6).
o “Don't cry before you are hurt” (98).
o “The same fire that melts the butter hardens the egg” (80).
o “It is the first step that is difficult” (82).

Why Proverbs Die Out
Certain proverbs seem to have diminished in current use as they show very low to no
occurrence on the web, which is assumed to provide a fair representation of language use.
When closely examining these proverbs, we can uncover certain patterns in these sayings that
may explain why they fell out of modern taste.
Stereotyping and Discrimination: this includes making assumptions about individuals of a
particular group of people and expanding these assumptions to every individual that belongs to
this group. Women in particular were the target of old proverb stereotypes. However, there is a
good number of discriminatory proverbs promoting prejudice against old people, young
children, as well as prejudice against certain people’s height or profession or depending on
where they come from. We are not saying that the list of proverbs included in our collection are
bias and discrimination-free, but we observe that a significant amount of them are deprecated.
• “The cunning wife makes her husband her apron” (49 hits)
• “A woman and a glass are ever in danger” (70)
• “A woman and a ship ever want mending” (92)
• “Choose a wife by your ear, rather than by your eye” (91)
• “He that tells his wife news, is but newly married” (76)
• “He that will thrive must first ask his wife” (62)
• “Three things drive a man out of his house – smoke, rain and a scolding wife” (42)
• “Silence is a woman's best garment” (732)
• “Where there are women and geese, there wants no noise” (51)
• “Tell a woman she is fair and she will soon turn fool” (19)
• “A man is as old as he feels, and a woman is as old as she looks” (55)
• “Young folks think old folks to be fools, but old folks know young folks to be fools” (69)
• “Young saint, old devil” (887)
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“You cannot catch old birds with chaff” (99)
“You cannot shift an old tree without it dying” (91)
“A young physician fattens the churchyard” (35)
“He wrongs not an old man that steals his supper from him” (19)
“When the Greek meets the Greek, then comes the tug of war,” (4)
“Yorkshire born and Yorkshire bred, strong in the arm and weak in the head,” (77)

Calling names: People make mistakes, and society is less inclined today to call a person a liar
for telling one lie or even many, as people have become more conscious in the choice of their
language. Many demeaning adjectives were common in old proverbs, including: knave, fool,
liar, ignorant, chatterer, tattler, a coward, covetous, sluggard, and crooked.
• “Once a knave and ever a knave” (18 hits)
• “Avoid a questioner, for he is also a tattler” (98)
• “Every fool likes his own bauble best” (9)
• “Science has no enemy but the ignorant” (41)
• “Liars have short wings” (59)
• “Necessity and opportunity may make a coward valiant” (93)
• “Eavesdroppers never hear any good of themselves” (68)
• “Once a devil, always a devil” (95)
• “Sue a beggar and catch a louse” (78)
• “A poor man wants some things, a covetous man all things” (47)
• “Give knaves an inch and they will take a yard” (749)
• “Every day is holiday with sluggards” (35)
What could be even more offensive is using names of animals to allude to people. These
proverbs may include words such as: dog, ass, serpent, sheep, horse, lizard, wolf, fox, ant,
wasp, bee, flea, goose, garland, duck, pig, swine, hog, croak, owl, hen, cock, or crow.
• “A dog’s tail is always crooked” (14)
• “Dogs wag their tails no so much in love to you as to your bread” (3)
• “The higher the monkey climbs, the more he shows his tail” (633)
• “Do not call a wolf to help you against the dogs” (48)
• “He who makes himself a ewe, becomes the prey of the wolf” (2)
• “If you deal with a fox, think of his tricks” (62)
• “He that has been bitten by a serpent, is afraid of the rope” (5)
• “If you lie down with dogs, you will get up with fleas” (96)
• “Gossips are frogs, they drink and talk” (50)
• “A bellowing cow soon forgets her calf” (91)

Governance: This refers to the way rules governing the society are structured. These may
have died out because they do not relate to the life is organized anymore. Rulers today yield
less power and people enjoy more equality. These proverbs typically involve the following
words: king, prince, ruler, ruled, slave, master, noble, punishment, reward, or gentleman. Here
are a few examples:
• “A king's chaff is worth more than other men's corn” (33)
• “Every man is a king in his own house” (22)
• “The servant of a king is a king” (14)
• “Whoever draws his sword against the prince must throw the scabbard away” (65)
• “Every good scholar is not a good master” (6)
• “Give the slave a rod, and he’ll beat his master” (2)
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“An ass must be tied where the master will have him” (32)
“A falling master makes a standing servant” (18)
“Manners and money make a gentleman” (53)

Financial relations/habits: Modern societies enjoy a lot more affluence and economic
prosperity than older generation. With social welfare systems and banks providing more credit
facilities, it is less likely today for people to need to borrow money from each other or go to bed
on an empty stomach. These proverbs typically include words such as, lending, borrowing,
debt, marrying a rich woman, servant/master, poverty, full purse, empty stomach, rich
man/folks, owe, spending, steal, supperless, wealth, or money.
• “An empty belly hears nobody” (99 hits)
• “Better are small fish than an empty dish” (92)
• “Better be an old man’s darling than a young man’s slave” (94)
• “An empty purse fills the face with wrinkles” (72)
• “He that gets out of debt grows rich” (41)
• “He is rich enough, who lacks not bread” (17)
• “He who has good health is young; and he is rich who owes nothing” (403)
• “Better go to bed supperless than to rise in debt” (53)
• “Borrow makes sorrow” (21)
• “Would you know the value of money? Go and borrow some” (9)
• “It is a fraud to borrow what we are not able to repay” (7)
• “Better buy than borrow” (92)
• “The early man never borrows from the late man” (76)
Long and wordy proverbs: In some instances, there may be issues with the way a proverb is
structured, rather than its relatability. Proverbs that are too lengthy are more likely die down as
they are harder to memorize and they contradict the very essence of a proverb as a pithy and
succinct expression.
• “When the last tree is cut down, the last fish eaten and the last stream poisoned, you
will realize you cannot eat money,” (48 hits)
• “Learning is an ornament in prosperity, a refuge in adversity and provision in old age”
(4)
• “My son is my son, till he has got him a wife; but my daughter is my daughter all the
days of her life” (57)
• “Do not all you can; spend not all you have; believe not all you hear; and tell not all you
know” (90)
• “Saint Swithun's day, if thou be fair, for forty days it will remain; Saint Swithun's day, if
thou bring rain, for forty days it will remain” (27)
• “I am more afraid of an army of a hundred sheep led by a lion that an army of hundred
lions led by a sheep” (1)
• “If the lad go to the well against his will, either the can will break or the water will spell”
(1)
• “When one sits for examination, one is either treated with honour, or held in low
esteem” (2)
• “When the oak is before the ash, then you will only get a splash; when the ask is before
the oak, then you may expect a soak,” (458)
Religion: The prominence and dominance of religion in people’s lives have significantly
changed, and proverbs that contain religious undertones are more likely die down. These

proverbs typically contain the following words such as: god, priest, faith, pope, saint, devil,
angel, heaven, gods, sin, church, vice, or virtue. Here’s some examples:
• “It is ill sitting at Rome and striving with the Pope“ (70)
• “Where God builds a church, the Devil will build a chapel” (59)
• “God makes the back to the burden” (48)
• “God is high above and the Tsar is far away” (36)
• “God reaches us good things by our own hands” (35)
• “God provides for him that trusts” (28)
• “Man does what he can, and God what he will” (18)
• “God comes at last when we think he is furthest off” (14)
• “Better go to heaven in rags than to hell in embroidery” (628)
• “Crosses are ladders that lead to heaven” (88)
• “Talk of the angel and you will hear his wings” (1)
• “On saint Thomas the Divine kill all turkeys, geese, and swine” (40)
• “If saint Paul's day be fair and clear, it will betide a happy year” (38)
• “To fall into sin is human, to remain in sin is devilish” (26)
• “It's a sin to steal a pin” (87)
• “The first step to virtue is to abstain from vice” (66)
• “Vice makes virtue shine” (47)
• “Good nature is the proper soil upon which virtue grows” (8)

Modern English Proverbs
As we have seen, many proverbs have died out, and as nature abhors a vacuum, many have
just emerged in the last century and gained currency in language. They reflect modern
lifestyles, attitudes, advertising, contemporary media, and technology. Here are a few
examples such proverbs:
• “Life begins at forty,” (108,000)
• “Garbage in, Garbage out,” (689,000)
• “Winning isn't everything,” (333,000)
• “Fake it until you make it,” (347,000)
• “A picture is worth a thousand words,” (10,300,000)
• “There's no such thing as a free lunch,” (305,000)
• “You can't always get what you want,” (2,860,000)
• “If it ain't broke, don't fix it,” (1,630,000)
• “The customer is always right,” (827,000)
• “You are what you eat,” (8,440,000)
• “Money isn’t everything,” (701,000)
• “It takes two to tango,” (1,300,000)
• “Success has many fathers,” (36,300)
• “It pays to advertise,” (505,000)
• “Diamonds are a girl's best friend,” (8,150,000)
• “The devil is in the details,” (2,550,000)
• “Different strokes for different folks,” (632,000)
• “Let your dreams come true,” (1,310,000)
• “There is a thin line between genius and insanity,” (12,200)
• “If you're not paying, you're the product,” (13,400)
• “If you don't like the heat, get out of the kitchen,” (16,500)
• “Just do it,” (112,000,000)

•
•
•

“Last in, first out,” (1,160,000)
“Think globally, act locally,” (817,000)
“Que sera, sera,” (294,000)

Finally, I hope the reader will get as much enjoyment from this collection of proverbs as we did
in gathering filtering and explaining them.
Mohammed Attia
October, 2019

1) Wait and see
Be patient for the outcome of a given scenario before jumping to a
decision or a conclusion. For example, your friend may have noticed a
mutual friend spending time with a person neither of you know very well
or much care for. It may be easy to judge the situation, but telling
yourself to “wait and see” is a much kinder approach. A more practical
example is watching how a new stock does on the market for a few weeks
before deciding to invest in it.
2) Less is more
Minimalism can have a bigger impact than complexity. For example, an
advertisement with nothing more than a product photo and company logo
might draw more attention than a complicated ad that includes multiple
images, diagrams, and paragraphs of text.
3) Be all you can be
Exercise your full potential; don’t settle for less. For example, if a
woman has a natural talent for art, she should spend her time cultivating
this ability instead of settling for a boring office job. This was a
United States Army recruiting slogan from 1980 to 2001.
4) Live and learn
Life is an opportunity for learning. Throughout your life, you’ll find
out a lot of surprising facts, solve many mysteries, and learn from
mistakes. This is usually said when you have discovered something that
you didn’t know before.
5) Knowledge is power
Having information and knowing all the facts gives you more control. For
example, if a company offers you a job, you may be able to negotiate a
better salary if you know what people at competing companies earn for the
same job. The origin of this proverb is the Latin phrase “scientia
potentia est.”
6) Never say never
What you think is impossible today may be realized tomorrow, so never
give up hope or make outright assumptions. This can be used in the same
sense as “Never is a long time” to remind someone to keep their options
open. It can also imply that something highly unlikely, like winning the
lottery, does have a small chance of happening.
7) First things first
When carrying out a series of tasks, the most important ones should come
first. For example, a group of students met in a cafe to work on a
project, but they all agreed that before doing any work, they should eat
something as they were all starving.

8) Home is where the heart is
Home is not merely the place where you were brought up; it can be
anywhere that you feel most comfortable or serene. For instance, though
he was born and raised in the United States, a man made his home in Japan
after visiting once and falling in love with the culture.
9) Give and take
It is often necessary to make compromises in order to maintain mutual
satisfaction. For instance, if a man likes action movies but his wife
prefers romantic films, they may agree to alternate which genre they see
when selecting what to watch together.
10)
Money talks
Wealth is persuasive. Particularly in politics, giving money is a way to
make your voice heard and to influence the way that events happen or
decisions are made. This concept dates back as far as the Greek
playwright Euripides.
11)
First come, first served
People will be taken care of in the order in which they arrive. For
example, if a restaurant doesn’t accept reservations, customers are
simply seated at a table according to their time of arrival.
12)
Practice makes perfect
If you repeatedly exercise doing something, you will learn
you will refine your skill more and more. For example, you
not learn to ride a bicycle the first time you try. If you
and keep practicing, you will learn how to do it well, and
riding a bicycle will become second nature.
13)
Time
more
gain
more

it better, and
will probably
are persistent
eventually

Time is money
is a finite resource, and so it’s just as valuable as money, if not
so. In order to earn money, time is required, whether to work or
a skill. Time spent doing nothing is a lost opportunity for earning
money.

14)
Life is sweet
This is used as a way to express and celebrate when your life is going
well. For example, if you have a job that pays well, a happy and healthy
family, satisfying friendships, and are about to go on a nice vacation,
you would say that life is sweet.
15)
A picture is worth a thousand words
A photograph speaks louder than any explanation one could offer and gives
better evidence than any number of witnesses. When one looks through old
childhood photos, certain memories come rushing back that could not

possibly be put into words. This saying achieved modern popularity as a
maxim for journalists in the early 1900s. However, it was later
discovered that Confucius had long ago put the sentiment into words:
“Hearing something a hundred times is not better than seeing it once.”
16)
Enough is enough
One must put a stop to an annoying action that has been going on for too
long. For instance, after being mistreated by her manager for weeks, a
woman finally decided enough was enough and reported him to human
resources.
17)
Thought is free
No one can stop you from thinking what you want. A bully may intimidate
you or punish you for speaking up or acting out, but they can’t read your
mind or stop you from having negative thoughts about them. This phrase
comes from The Tempest, a well-known play from Shakespeare.
18)
There is always a first time
Don’t be afraid to try something new and unfamiliar, especially if there
is some benefit to be gained, whether for pleasure or otherwise. Trying a
new activity, such as scuba diving, can be uncomfortable or even a little
unnerving at first, but it will soon be rewarding. The next time your
friend is nervous about trying something new, you can tell them, “Don’t
worry, there’s always a first time!”
19)
Time flies
Time goes quickly. The suggested meaning here is that you should never
take a certain period in your life for granted, nor should you despair if
it’s a difficult one. “Time flies,” you could say of being a new parent.
“There are joys and struggles, but in any case, it won’t last long. Soon
your child will grow up.”
20)
Life is a battle
We must constantly struggle to get through our lives. Annie worked hard
to find a well-paying job, and when she got it, she found that her
struggles continued as she had to deal with constant challenges to keep
her position. She persists because she knows that she has to stay strong
and tackle her problems as they come.
21)
Laughter is the best medicine
Humor has a wonderful way of releasing stress, resolving conflict, and
making difficult situations seem better. In this way, laughter can be
considered a kind of cure for a variety of problems, whether they are
related to health or other aspects of life.
22)

Easier said than done

Some tasks are easy to talk about but difficult to execute. For instance,
when a man discovered a squirrel had snuck into his home, his wife begged
him to get it out of the house. Unfortunately, this mission was easier
said than done, as the man ran around for hours attempting to shoo the
animal out the door.
23)
You are what you eat
Food has a profound impact on your physical and personal growth, so be
thoughtful with what you eat. Healthy food, such as fresh fruits and
vegetables, leads to proper nutrition and energy, whereas nutrition-poor
foods lead to lack of energy and health problems. The nature of our diet
has far-reaching consequences.
24)
Diamonds are a girl's best friend
This proverb implies that women value luxurious, superficial beauty above
things like love and compassion. It is no wonder that wedding engagement
rings are often made with diamonds. This phrase was coined in the 1949
musical Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, but it was made most popular by Marilyn
Monroe in her 1953 rendition.
25)
Better late than never
Completing a task late is preferable to never finishing it at all. This
proverb is commonly called upon when one finally finishes a task after
much delay. For instance, a high school student submitted an assignment
three weeks late, which to him was “better than never,” though his
teacher was not very pleased.
26)
Never too late to learn
You can always learn something new, no matter how old you are. As
children we are constantly learning, but sometimes as adults we feel
embarrassed when we have to learn a new skill. This optimistic saying
reminds us that we have never missed our chance to gain new knowledge or
skills. Another variant of this proverb is “Never too old to learn.”
27)
There’s no place like home
The best place in the world is home. You may feel drawn to go on
adventures to exotic locations all across the world, but after a time
don’t be surprised if you feel a tugging in your heart to return to what
is familiar. Your home is where your loved ones reside and thus is beyond
comparison to any other place.
28)
Love is blind
We tend to idealize the people we love and fail to see their flaws or
misdeeds. This saying can also mean that love is arbitrary, as a
reference to Cupid, the classical Roman god of desire. Cupid was said to
use golden arrows to make people fall in love, but he was frequently
depicted as being blind or blindfolded.

29)
Forgive and forget
It is better to let go of a grudge than hold onto it. Even the worst
fouls deserve to be forgiven. After his best friend took his car without
asking and damaged it in an accident, a man was angry for weeks, despite
sincere apologies from the friend. But eventually, he realized that the
right thing was to pardon his friend’s mistake.
30)
Much ado about nothing
A great deal of fuss can be made about something insignificant. This is
the title of a William Shakespeare comedy, first performed in 1612, with
a plot that is all about the love triangles that form because of
meaningless gossip. “Ado” is an old-fashioned word meaning “bother” or
“fuss.”
31)
What goes around comes around
The consequences of a person’s actions will catch up with them
eventually. Sooner or later, you’ll be rewarded or punished for your
actions with the same measure. “Did you hear that Margaret’s boyfriend
cheated on her?” a gossipy colleague asks you. “Makes sense, since she
left her husband for him. What goes around comes around.”
32)
Finders keepers
An unclaimed object is freely taken by anyone who happens upon it. When a
man found a twenty-dollar bill on the ground with no other people in
sight, he gladly put it into his pocket. The proverb often appears in its
playful form of “Finders keepers, losers weepers.”
33)
Beauty is in the eye of the beholder
Beauty is only a matter of perception. Thus, what one person finds
beautiful, another may find downright repulsive. For example, a piece of
art valued at $10,000 by some critics may be viewed as amateur at best by
those with different tastes. The same holds true for physical attraction
as people tend to be drawn to a certain “type” in a mate.
34)
Mind your own business
Do not get involved in other people’s affairs. Literally, this saying
suggests that instead of paying attention to your neighbor’s work or
life, you should focus on your own. It is regularly used to suggest that
one should not be nosy, or even that one should make an effort to
actively ignore irrelevant matters, other people’s issues, or even
disruptive situations that are going on around you.
35)
Like father, like son
Children behave like their parents or mentors. If a parent is an avid
reader of books, when their child begins to enjoy reading, people might
pay extra attention to that trait and use this saying to connect the

child’s behavior to the parent’s. Another variant of this proverb is
“Like mother, like daughter.”
36)
Seeing is believing
If you are told about something unexpected happening, you may not trust
that it is true until you witness it with your own eyes. This proverb
suggests that visible evidence is the most convincing. This can be
associated with the biblical story of the apostle Thomas, who did not
believe that Jesus had returned from death until he saw it for himself.
37)
Know thyself
This proverb can be used as a caution that we should know our limits and
weaknesses, or as motivation to discover our strengths and hidden
talents. It dates to ancient Greece and is sometimes referred to as a
Delphic maxim because it was reportedly inscribed at the Temple of Apollo
at Delphi. In Aeschylus’ Prometheus Bound, the god Oceanus uses this
phrase to remind Prometheus that, as a human, he should know his place in
the world and not challenge the gods. Socrates used it as a basis for
philosophical inquiry. The saying has been used in both senses since
then.
38)
Sink or swim
At a critical point, a
failure. When a person
start swimming or else
proverb could describe
course.

person must take action to succeed or face certain
is thrown into rough water, they must literally
they must sink and drown. For example, this
when someone enrolls in a language immersion

39)
Actions speak louder than words
What you do is more important and more impactful than what you say. While
one woman spent her time lamenting the prevalence of poverty in the
world, her words fell flat. Her friend, on the other hand, chose to make
a donation to a charity and, therefore, made a tangible difference in
someone’s life.
40)
Live and let live
Enjoy your life while being respectful of others who choose to live
differently. Even if you can’t agree with someone about how to behave or
what to believe, you should be able to get along respectfully and not try
to argue or interfere with each other’s lives.
41)
Dead men tell no tales
Don’t risk doing something you’ll regret simply to impress others; you
may not live to tell the story at all. One man attempted to dive off a
fifty-foot cliff into the ocean; no one knows why. Unfortunately, he
didn’t realize just how shallow the water below him was.

42)
Boys will be boys
This proverb, still common today, is used to justify the foul behavior
some people believe to be inherent in the male gender. Though the proverb
originally referred to children, it is today used to describe full-grown
men as well—for instance, a group of old college friends who drank too
much one night and started a fight at the bar.
43)
Never say die
Don’t give up or even mention the possibility of failure. This saying is
used to tell someone to stay positive in the face of near-certain doom
because there is always a chance of success, and all you need to do is
just keep trying.
44)
The more, the merrier
A party or other social situation is always more fun with more people.
Your sister may ask you, “Can I also invite my new boyfriend to your
wedding?” and you can reply, “Of course, the more, the merrier!” More
people at an event means more variety, more opportunities, and a more
energetic atmosphere overall.
45)
Honesty is the best policy
It is always better to be honest in life, even in difficult or painful
situations. Without honesty, it becomes difficult to build trustworthy
relationships. For example, a man wasted the money he borrowed from his
wife on gambling, but when she asked him what he did with the money, he
told her the truth. Although his wife did not like his behavior, she
still appreciated his honesty.
46)
The good die young
This is a poetic way to lament that someone has died at a young age.
Well-liked people die at an early age, and their passing can make a big
impact on a community. This saying is a way to provide comfort. It comes
from the ancient Greek historian Herodotus, who wrote, “Whom the gods
love dies young.”
47)
Talk is cheap
If you believe in what you are saying, commit to it by taking action.
Similar to the saying “Put your money where your mouth is,” this proverb
is used to goad someone into action if they express a belief in an idea
but do not follow through with investment of energy or money.
48)
Tomorrow is another day
Even when things don’t go well today, there is always tomorrow to do
better. For example, when your friend is frustrated that they didn’t make
many sales at their job, you can tell them, “Some days are like that.
Tomorrow is another day.” The end of the day is a chance to hit the
“reset” button and start all over the next.
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